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ACT SECOND
SCENE I
THE  PYRENEES   AND  VALLEYS  ADJOINING
The view is from upper air, immediately over the region that lies between
lyonne on the north, Pampeluna on the south, and San Sebastian on the
;st, including a portion of the Cantabrian mountains. The month is
jbruary, and snow covers not only the peaks but the lover slopes. The
ads over the passes are well beaten.
DUMB SHOW
At various elevations multitudes of napoleon's soldiery, to the number
' about thirty thousand, are discerned in a creeping progress across the
ontier from the French to the Spanish side. The thin long columns
rpentine along the roads, but are sometimes broken, while at others they
sappear altogether behind vertical rocks and overhanging woods. The
javy guns and the whitey-brown tilts of the baggage-waggons seem the
rgest objects in the procession, which are dragged laboriously up the incline
»the watershed, their lumbering being audible as high as the clouds.
Simultaneously the river Bidassoa, in a valley to the west, is being crossed
,r a train of artillery and another thirty thousand men, all forming part of
ie same systematic advance.
Along the great highway through Biscay the wondering native carters
•aw their sheep-skinned ox-teams aside, to let the regiments pass, and stray
•oups of peaceable field-workers in Navarre look inquiringly at the marching
3d prancing progress.
Time passes, and the various northern strongholds are approached by
iese legions. Their governors emerge at a summons, and when seeming
:planations have been given the unwelcome comers are doubtfully admitted.
The chief places to which entrance is thus obtained are Pampeluna and
m Sebastian at the front of the scene, and far away towards the shining
Drizon of the Mediterranean, Figueras and Barcelona.
Dumb Show concludes as the mountain mists close over.
SCENE II
ARANJUEZ,   NEAR  MADRID.     A  ROOM  IN  THE  PALACE
OF  GODOY,   THE   "PRINCE  OF  PEACE"
A private chamber is disclosed, richly furnished with paintings, vases,
.irrors, silk hangings, gilded lounges, and several lutes of rare workmanship,
he hour is midnight, the room being lit by screened candelabra. In the
;ntre at the back of tne scene is a large window heavily curtained.

